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Abstract. In the research process of internal medicine learning method, chunk cognitive processing 
is not easy to explore because of the complexity of having overall cognitive understanding and 
structure semantic understanding. Through the attempt of TBL method, this paper carries out chunk 
cognitive evaluation under the MapReduce framework, the method is validated by using clustering 
mathematical model, and then using cluster graph visualization function carries out analysis each 
cluster for the chunk cognitive process. Under the continuously increasing of the number of 
learning cognitive clusters, the method can display the individual chunk cognitive level of data set, 
finally using M- tree node overflow can get the contribution subtree model of the TBL method for 
the chunk perception. Based on the TBL method and the control group experiment, we discover that 
the contribution of TBL method is larger for the chunk perception, which can effectively improve 
the chunk cognitive performance, but also provide a new computer method for the inquiry of 
internal medicine learning method.  

Introduction  
The emergence of cloud computing brings new opportunity and challenge for the development of 
data mining technology, Hadoop is one of the many cloud computing platform, now it is the Apache 
open source project [1,2]. Hadoop is composed of distributed file system and MapReduce 
programming framework, we run the searching and sorting task of the benchmark performance 
under the MapReduce framework, to analyze the effect of different TBL method. This paper uses 
clustering principle to improve the clustering algorithm by using the M- tree node overflow model, 
and then we can obtain a new chunk cognitive evaluation method, in which the overall frame is 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1: The chunk cognitive clustering method framework 

Figure 1 shows the overall framework of chunk cognitive evaluation, and the main process is to 
establish chunk cognitive clustering evaluation [4-6]. Through the spillover effect of M-tree nodes, 
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we can get the degree of chunk cognitive contributions function, and then the effect of TBL is 
evaluated by simulation results, using the information feedback function goes through constant re 
modeling, finally we get the TBL best plan. 

Design of Chunk Cognitive Clusters Mathematics Model and Algorithm 
In order to study the effect of TBL method for cognitive, this method is verified by using cluster 
mathematical model [7]. The cluster diagram is a visualization technique, it is used to analyze each 
cluster in the chunk cognitive process, and then it will display the individual data set to be assigned 
to clusters, when the number of clusters is increasing continuously as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig.2: Cluster diagram graphic 

Selecting the number of clusters is an important parameter in each cluster analysis, and this 
technology can analyze each cluster change results to achieve a better understanding in the number 
of different clusters [8,9]. For the chunk cognitive cluster, the linear correlation coefficient can be 
expressed as 
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Among them, )(xf shows chunk cognitive function, and TBL method for the degree of chunk 

cognitive contribution can be represented by a utility function. Assuming the contribution rate of 
target utility function is 

),,,()( 21 pfffUxU = .                                                                 (2) 
When the degree of chunk cognitive contribution carries out similarity search, in order to 

simplify the search path, we will first compare the search coverage and the representative elements 
coverage in the node to determine the semantic correlation subtree, then to further search in subtree 
[10]. The schematic diagram of M-tree node is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig.3: Schematic diagram of M-tree node overflow 

As shown in Figure 3, the representative element of selecting nearest distance is corresponding to 
the subtrees insertion when inserting data; when nodes lead to overflow, we need to perform split 
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operation [11,12]. Assuming splitting function is )( jiij xfa = , the degree of contribution can be 
further written 

),,,()( 21 pjjjj aaaUxU = .                                                                 (3) 
Assumption )(,),(),( 2211 pp XfXfXf   has the same dimension, if respectively gives same 

weight coefficients iω according to certain rules. The linear weighted and contribution degree 
function of the chunk cognitive degree is  
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In order to realize the contribution of TBL chunk algorithm, this paper adopts the programming 

way to design algorithm, the main algorithm is as follows [13]: 
#/usr/bin/perl 
While(<STDIN>){ 
s/(\s)/\t\1/; 
print STDOUT;} 
#/usr/bin/perl 
While(<STDIN>){ 
s/\t//; 
print STDOUT; 
public class ProtoCluster implements Writable { 
public ProtoCluster() { 
super();} 
private IntWritable Id; 
private DoubleArrayWritable Center; 
private DoubleArrayWritable[] ClusterMembership ; 
private IntWritable Size; 
...... 

Analysis of the TBL Learning Effect based on MapReduce Programming Framework 
In the development process of MapReduce programming framework, it needs to install the Eclipse 
development environment. This paper studies the corresponding Hadoop developing plug-in JAR, 
and the Hadoop plug-in should put into the plugin of Eclipse directory as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4 The Hadoop introduction sample chart 

Figure 4 shows the sample graph of Hadoop introduction process. Through a new MapReduce 
program created by Eclipse, this paper develops cluster functions in Eclips, and then the evaluation 
model is derived, to evaluate the contribution of TBL as shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig.5: Export package interface diagram 

Figure 5 shows the Export package interface diagram of the evaluation results, the packaged 
copies to the Hadoop installation folder, and then it is executed on the command line [14]. Before 
putting into a text file in HDFS, the WordCount is as input file. As shown in Table 1, the results are 
obtained by calculation. 

Table 1: TBL chunk cognitive results 
Question number A B C 

1 34（65.4） 7（13.4） 11（21.2） 
2 29（55.8） 23（44.2）  
3 33（63.5） 13（25.0） 6（11.5） 
4 30（57.7） 14（26.9） 7（13.4） 

5 24（46.1） 20（38.5） 8（13.4） 

6 30（57.7） 14（26.9） 8（13.4） 

7 22（42.3） 21（40.4） 9（17.3） 

8 20（38.5） 21（40.4） 9（17.3） 
Note: the figure in () is the percentage (%). 
Table 1 shows the chunk cognitive result table obtained by using TBL method, it can be seen 

from the table that each problem passes the different numbers, and it is related to the degree of TBL 
acceptance [15]. In order to further reveal the advantages of TBL method, control group carries out 
comparison with the experimental group, the results are obtained as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: The comparison of the experimental group and the control group internal medicine 
summative exam 

Group The number 
of people 

Performance 
( SX ± ) 

t  
value 

p  
value 

     Experimental 
group 52 79.33±6.85 

7.281 ＜
0.001 Control group 50 67.68±8.02 

The comparisons of scores between two groups have significant difference ( 001.0<p ). 
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In Table 2, SX ± represents measurement data, it uses t test; count data uses 2X  test; 
05.0<p or 01.0<p indicates the difference. Through the calculation, we found that the scores of 

TBL combination control group is significantly different, the different testing time results are 
plotted curves, the result curve is obtained shown in Figure 6. 

 
Fig.6: Different time TBL contribution curve 

Figure 6 shows the chunk cognitive contribution degree curve of TBL method and traditional 
method in different test time, wherein the contribution mainly goes through the grades to reflect. It 
can be seen from the chart that the TBL method has obvious effect on the department of internal 
medicine chunk cognitive learning, which is a very good cognitive method. 

Summary 
(1) Using cluster mathematical model and combined with the cluster graph visualization function, 
this paper proposes a new chunk cognitive evaluation method, the method is based on M- tree node 
overflow model as the basis, and then through the MapReduce framework for algorithm 
programming, we can obtain the degree model of a single chunk cognitive contributions. 
(2)The use of Eclipse development environment designs the MapReduce programming framework, 
and using JAR text file evaluates on the effect of TBL method. By comparing the experimental 
group and control group, we found that the TBL method has larger contribution for the chunk 
perception, and it is a fast and effective method for improving the chunk cognitive level, which 
improves the theoretical reference for the study of internal medicine learning method. 
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